Our logo is made up from two elements, our symbol and the wordmark.

A 'broader view' in the logo

We have a ‘broader view’ of the world of risk management. This idea is captured in the expansive sky, land and sea in our symbol and represents the breadth and depth of our knowledge and expertise. This broader view also enables us to provide the very best guidance and solutions to all of our customers and partners.

Our wordmark has a wide, strong, open character and our logo as a whole exemplifies a solid, trustworthy brand. Our logo also represents our important belief in enabling a safer, smarter and greener world.

**DNV GL symbol**

Our symbol consists of three horizontal lines, that vary in thickness and are coloured to reflect the sky, land and sea.

When appearing with our wordmark it has a fixed size and position, but can also be used separately for certain applications, e.g. in environmental graphics, but must have approval from the Group Communications.

**DNV GL wordmark**

Our wordmark has been specially created. It is a unique piece of artwork that reflects the idea of a ‘broader view’ and the style of the symbol through its monoline weight and wide, open shapes.

**DNV GL in text**

When writing our name in text it should always appear as DNV GL using all capitals and have a single letter space between DNV and GL. DNV and GL should not be separated over two lines.